
Peter Sciortin�'� Baker� Men�
1101 E Brady St, Milwaukee, WI 53202, United States
+14142724623 - https://petersciortinosbakery.com/

The restaurant from Milwaukee offers 17 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average price of $11.0.
What Mona Lisa Battaglia likes about Peter Sciortino's Bakery:

Customer service was courteous and kind. I ordered ahead which I love to do so pickup is easy and you get
exactly what you are looking for. Expensive, but nice for a treat a few times a year. Desserts were very good. We
purchased chocolate tutus, coconut cookies dipped in chocolate, eclairs, cannoli, and sfogliatelle. Dee-lish! read

more. What Santina Hoeger doesn't like about Peter Sciortino's Bakery:
Stumbled upon this place when I was exploring the neighborhood. Everything looks delicious. I got an

assortment of cookies (9.95) as well as the banana split cupcake, about 5 bucks. I was a little disappointed
because although it had a good flavor, it was dry. I read other reviews about this issue, as well as the response
from the owners. Seems like there is no resolve about this. The creme topping that was used had... read more.
Peter Sciortino's Bakery from Milwaukee tempts its visitors with still warm breads and small bites, accompanied
by various cold and hot served beverages, Moreover, the sweet desserts of the house shine not only in the eyes
of our little guests. If you want to have breakfast, a tasty brunch awaits you, Don't miss the chance to enjoy the

delicious pizza, prepared straight out from the oven in an traditional way.
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Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

Ic� crea� cup
BANANA SPLIT

Wrap
THE ITALIAN

Dolc� – Desser�
CANNOLI

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Brea�
BISCUITS

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

Cookie�
MEXICAN WEDDING CAKE PER
POUND $11.0

PECAN FINGER PER POUND $11.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

DESSERTS

LOBSTER

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

COCONUT

NUTELLA

BANANA
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 7-17:00
Wednesday 7-17:00
Thursday 7-17:00
Friday 7-17:00
Sunday 7-13:00
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